Civitel Olympic
A modern focus in corporate Athens

Sleek and sophisticated, the hotel Civitel Olympic just across from the Olympic Stadium is proud of its attractive, understated design and ambiance that
echoes Greece’s Olympic glory. The Civitel Olympic offers a superb restaurant
and bar with a delightful menu. Beyond the lobby level, the Superior Rooms
and Junior Suites are smartly fitted with attractive furnishings and all the modern conveniences, from free minibar and coffeemaker to free wireless internet
access and internet flat screen television.
The hotel lies in the fine suburb of Maroussi, 20min from the centre of Athens
and just 25min from the Athens International Airport. The hotel is in walking
distance to several exhibition venues and shopping malls. Noteworthy as well
are the different hospitals & medical centres in the area, some which are within walking distance.

Lying in the upscale, attractively green suburb of Maroussi, the hotel Civitel
Attik blends harmoniously and discretely with its surroundings, representing
an oasis of tranquillity in the heart of Northern Athens. The spacious rooms,

Civitel Attik
More than a business hotel

generous breakfast, dining facilities, room service, restaurant’s sunny terrace
and refreshing pool make this hotel a superlative getaway for its guests.
In terms of leisure and transportation, a ten-minute walk brings you to one
of the largest shopping malls in the city, right at the metro and train stations
which provide access to Downtown Athens, the airport, port of Piraeus and
even Corinth quickly and easily. Also in the nearby vicinity there are luxury
shopping centres and several exhibition halls, as long as the Athens’ famed
Olympic Stadium.
What makes the Akali Hotel special is the mix of world-class services and local

Akali Hotel

hospitality. This is the only hotel in its class in the middle of Chania that has a

Explore the island of treasures

swimming pool, as well as the only central one with dedicated conference rooms,
making it very popular with vacationers and businesspeople alike.
At the Akali, Mediterranean hospitality is enhanced by the very generous
breakfast buffet that offers continental favorites and a delicious variety of Cretan breakfast specialties. The hotel’s public spaces are embellished with local
stone, traditional pieces of furniture and a distinct Cretan design element that
adds personality and character. Yet the best part of this experience is that the
Akali is only a few minutes’ walk from the old harbor of Chania, one of the most
beautiful harbors in the country, and just a drive away from some of the most
amazing beaches in the world. Welcome to the Akali!

There’s nothing quite like an exotic garden with palm trees, especially if it lies
just next to a secluded golden sandy beach on one of the most beautiful islands
in the Mediterranean. Welcome to Creta Beach Hotel & Bungalows, where the

Creta Beach Hotel & Bungalows
The best of seaside and the city

sun and sand are enhanced by excellent cuisine, fascinating history and a myriad of attractions around the beautiful island of Crete.
With its stone bungalows just a few meters away from the shore, superb rooms
and a terraced restaurant where you can hear the gentle waves roll over the
sand, Creta Beach presents a surreal experience that combines the natural playground of the Cretan gods with the lovely little city of Heraklion and its very
vibrant culture, just a few minutes away by car.

Mainland mystique, island experience
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